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About This Game

In Dungeon is a 2D platformer hardcore made with pixel art. The main character, Allan Callahan, is trying to escape of the
dungeon by facing different challenges and looking for other treasure hunters. Can you help him escape the dungeon before his

fate is sealed?

The main character, known as, Allan Callahan, is part of a league known as, The League of Hunters, which aims to find
treasures in various adventures. However when several hunters disappear, Allan Callahan is sent to find the others hunters,

taking along him some weapons, a whip, a bow and a little of magic.

Features
-12 levels and growing;

-Collect coins to pass the level;
-Collect power ups;

-Discovery new secret areas;
-Find treasures hidden;

-The time is your enemy;
-Buy items;

-Three levels of difficult: Easy, Medium and Hard
-Add more difficulties to the game, activating the options: "Time, Time " , "Penumbra", "The Risk", "The Mythic" and

"Detonation";
-A lot of achievements.
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This game is very difficult? Yes. Can you die even on easy level? Maybe, but believe, on medium and hard level you will can
die a lot of. If you like of game with difficult high, so, this game is for you.
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Title: In Dungeon
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Balder Game Studio
Publisher:
Balder Game Studio
Release Date: 21 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 
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Utter failure of the past.. Nobody told me I would have to be able to tell the difference between a blue ball and a dark blue ball.
Honestly, they could have chosen a different color for the "not-blue" ball. Anything other than, you know, BLUE would have
sufficed, really.

For a game called Hearing, you'd think the objects would make different noises for you to distingush between them. But alas,
no.

There's not very many ambient noises to listen to either. Environments are nice though.

Flawed, but I liked it. 5\/10, would get tinnitus again.. For those who played Dracula: Origin - this game is quite different, more
of the cookie-cutter HO/puzzle/adventure kind, albeit with special abilities and two different endings based on your decisions,
which makes it distinctive in this genre. It also has 2D painted art instead of the previous episode's 3D.

Pros:

+ Beautiful graphics, especially some HO scenes and the character art
+ The UI is very modern
+ Atmospheric and catchy music
+ The puzzles of the first half of the game are quite easy
+ It's nice to see all the items I need to find in a HOS right from the beginning
+ Interesting to see the locations of the previous game (Dracula: Origin)

Cons:

- The character accents sound horribly fake and exaggerated, especially Dracula's and the women's
- They seem to have reused a lot of the music and sound effects from Sherlock Holmes and the Hound of the Baskervilles
- The UI is a bit too helpful in Difficult mode, it shouldn't sparkle interactable items at all
- The late-game puzzles are too difficult, had to skip almost all of them on the first playthrough
- The item names in the HOS are often imprecise and the game sometimes doesn't accept potential matches because the creators
thought of a different but similar item in the scene
- the same "collect pieces of shields/coats of arms" story progression as in the Sherlock Holmes game, they could have come up
with something a bit more original
- also, many puzzles repeat from the Sherlock Holmes game

Suggestion:

~ I like the option for setting difficulty, but it would be nice to add advanced difficulty options for those who want to customise
it. Eg. I like easy puzzles, but also don't like when every interactable items shine and sparkle.. Good game but too short. I wish
the music from the beach was playing in the background constantly but quieter. Anyway, really nice, relaxing game.. This game
is a piece of junk. You get nothing but a black screen. Avoid.
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0\/10

Turns out the black screen gets you to the start. Terrible start. Next thing is controls don't work. Can't to on the torch and then
managed to jump into a wall and get stuck.

Game actually deserves a minus rating.. I loved this one. Had an absolute blast playing it. I really enjoyed the two voice actors
who are along for the ride. It made me pull out my New Yorker accent and get into it with em. If you're looking for mindless
waveshooting fun, this is a game to try. If you're interested in seeing it in action, here's our video 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/TFYYL2ZL16U. Great bullet hell game!
Game is a real adrenaline rush with constant and intensive action.
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I really like these musics!
The musics have their essence that makes them wonderful!
I really loved Stijn's work on this soundtrack, and he seems to be a kind of a magician of the musics...
Some of them really gave me a good memory of my life!
. This game taught me alot about life. It taught me about the rough daily lives of police men who are keeping our country safe,
who come home to see their wifes in bed with another man. Take to a big adventure and countless hours of fun, playing as a
dog, police man (husband), cheater, or wife. This game offers lots of vengeance and could very easily be a $60 10\/10 game. My
experience with this game has been unlike any other. Now i have played big title games like Dark Souls and Call of Duty, but
none of them seem to match this. The adrenaline rush from playing the cheater, to the hatred of being a police trying to hunt
down the cheater. If you do not already know this game is a 4 player multiplayer game. The wife and the cheater work together
and the police and the dog work together also. The cheater is supposed to sneak around the big house finding his pants and his
shirt, the wife uses communication or marks clothes or items like tazers that the cheater can pick up. The police and his dog are
trying to hunt down the cheater and might have to punch the wife if she gets in his way. The cheater can pick up items like a
tazer to taze the police to buy him some time and the police can do the same back but he would then punch the cheater to death.
Once the cheater has collected all of his clothes he must need to find a key to unlock the front gate or a hidden door in the
basement. The wife can find pepper spray around the house and pepper spray the police to get him off of the cheater and buy
him more time. The dog can pee or poop around the house as traps for the cheater, he can slip on them stopping him from
moving and letting the police catch and maybe kill him. Now let me stop bragging and explaining the game. Get out there and
enjoy countless hours of fun with your friends or just some random people!!!!!!
Thank you. I picked this game up on a whim some time ago. Zombie Exodus is a very well written choose-your-own-adventure
story that grips you and keeps you within minutes of starting. All of the events are well described, the characters are unique and
have their own stories.

Everything is so well described, it paints such a vivid picture in your mind of what's going on and what you're seeing. The story
is so good and the events are so memorable, that even many months later I can still remember the events that occured and the
choices I made from start to finish.

I would absolutely recommend this game.. The game is so full of bugs its literally unplayable for more than 1 season. Can keep
top riders. Can't get promoted even though you have great results.

The realism you would expect from a manager game is not there. Signings and promotions are based on a made up system by
the makers of the game.

This title needs a complete makeover before I would recommend it again.

I hope the makers will feel some shame and do a great 2019 version.. You can tell from the recycled animations and the
somewhat weird gameplay mechanics that there were costs cut here and there to make up for expenditures in other areas.

You can also tell by the game balance that the dev team behind this game poured their hearts out to create this game. It
obviously lacks the production quality of AAA Kart racing titles, but in terms of mechanics im quite honestly pleasantly
surprised by every step they took off the beaten path to provide an enjoyable experience.

It doesnt have online tho so i dearly hope they get that going.

If you think about deciding between all stars fruit racing and this game, pick this one.. Fun game. Surprisingly challenging. Just
remember the curve is both your friend and your worst enemy.. Wonderful puzzle game with a mix of dexterity and heavy
thinking.. I purchased Pitch-Hit baseball and instantly loved it, I am a big baseball fan but that aside the game is just really fun.
It forces you to get some high scores before moving onto the next mini game which is great. The best part of the game is just
hitting the ball and then catching it moments later, actually very smooth and intuitive. Will be trying to take down all the high
scores over the next few weeks.

In Dungeon - Released on Linux:
Now you can play In Dungeon on Linux.

Enjoy it :). In Dungeon - 0.9.2.20 Released:
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Updates:

Added introduction and story;
Sounds of weapons changed;
Added new options when player choice a new game
Fixed minor bugs.

. In Dungeon - 9.5.0 - Released:
New Updates:
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- Level 08 playable;
- The spikes behind the grass were removed on the easy level;
- Message of the plates or NPC don't is showed automatically, now you should press a key to show message;
- Added new achievements;
- Fixed minor bugs;
. In Dungeon 1.0.0.1 - Released:
- Added a option to disable or enable the scanlines. You can press the shortcut Alt+9 to disable or enable the scanlines.

Others shortchuts:
Alt+8: Disable and enable Keep Aspect Ratio
Alt+V: Disable and enable V-Sync

. In Dungeon - 0.9.9.0 - Released:
Updates
- Level 12 now playable

Coming soon new updates. New updates:
Hello. New updates

Features:

- New items on the shop to buy: Potion and power up "Form of Ghost"
- New default weapon, the whip, added to use in the game
- Fixed minor bugs;

Thank you for playing
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. In Dungeon - 1.0.1.0 - Released:
Release notes: 

The physics of character was changed to improve the gameplay.

Now, when choosing a new game, the options "Time, Time" and "Penumbra" are turned off by default.
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When choosing a level to play, will be indications what buttons can be used. To enter levels, now you can pressing Arrow
key on keyboard or D'PAD Up button on gamepad.

Fixed minor bugs.
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